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Kovalam is a small village in the southern state of Kerala located in about 17 km from
Thiruvananthapuram the capital city of the state. It is one of the remarkable renowned tourist
destinations of Kerala.  The place was once a lonely fishing village but with the arrival of the masses
of hippies in the early seventies it had been completely transformed into one of the favorite and
rushed tourist spot. Many of the foreigners almost every year visit these lovely beaches of Kovalam
whether for honeymoon purpose or other rejuvenating purposes like holiday making and vacation
spending amidst the pristine tranquility of the romantic atmosphere of it.

The top listed Kovalam attractions are given below:

Lighthouse beach

Kovalam is well noted for its awesome three beaches located in it with different characteristic
character and quality. Among them Lighthouse Beach is one of the most popular and frequently
visited. Being the famous beach love by most of the tourist there are numerous beach resorts
sprawling in every nook and corners of the banks. Kovalam Beach Resorts are also well noted for
its rejuvenating and unwinding stress therapy available in it. The hotels and restaurants are
attracted by most of the tourist for its warm hospitality and excellent amenities rendered with
multiple offers.

Hawa Beach

It is also one of the idyllic beaches for sunbath and nightlife enjoyments. It is visited by most of the
couples and honeymoon makers for its outstanding romantic air of the breezes that blows in it. It is
ideal site for the lonely seekers especially secluded paradise like beach meant for romancing and
leisure pass time. The beach is also known as the Eveâ€™s beach fully decorated with palm groves and
it lies just opposite to the Lighthouse Beach.

Samudra Beach

It is also one of the best lonely beaches filled with peace and tranquility surrounding the area. It is a
fascinating fishing site often known to be the home of the fisherman. Now it had become the top
motor boat riding spot pack by many holiday makers who escape to such lonely interesting specific
land for relaxation and recreation.

Chowara

It is also a popular beach destination with white sandy shore and mystic wonders prevailing in it.
The famous Azhimalathur beach located in this site is identified the only beach believe to be
withdrawing rather than occupying the beach. This fishing village possesses a lot of attractions like
the Pulinkudi Azhimala Shiva Temple is also one of the most beautiful beaches situated near the
beach. The scenery of the surrounding along with its attraction appears dramatically alluring and
attractive by nature.

The popular beaches huddles by most of the tourist in Kerala are Alappuzha Beach, Bekal Beach,
Cherai Beach, Kozhikode Beach, Kappad Beach, Varkala Beach, Fort Kochi and Kovalam beaches
are listed to be the most charming and amazing beaches of Kerala. Along with the popularity
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rendered by the beaches it has result in bringing name and fame in terms of its hospitality and
services rendered. If you are planning for the most the beach holiday in Kerala do not forget to book
the Kovalam Resorts which are available at the cheapest price but highly costumerized where you
can enjoy both delight and happiness with less expenditure.
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